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May 10, 1989
UM TO COSPONSOR LECTURES BY
MATH EDUCATION INNOVATOR FROM THE NETHERLANDS 
MISSOULA —
Internationally known mathematics educator Jan de Lange of 
the Netherlands will discuss new directions in mathematics 
education Monday, May 15, and Tuesday, May 16, at the University 
of Montana.
De Lange, who's pioneered research and mathematics 
curriculum developments at the University of Utrecht in the 
Netherlands, directs a mathematics education research group 
sponsored by that university and the Dutch Federal Government.
At UM, he'll address a large group of educational leaders 
from Montana and other Northwestern states. His lectures will be 
sponsored by UM and the state Office of Public Instruction.
During his trip to the United States, de Lange will also lecture 
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, University of 
Chicago and University of California at Berkeley.
In Monday's lecture at UM, he'll focus on student evaluation 
and testing and new curriculum design for elementary mathematics. 
On Tuesday, he'll discuss new designs for secondary mathematics 
curriculum. Both sessions will begin at 9 a.m. in the University 
Center Montana Rooms.
Among the people invited to attend the lectures are Montana 
University System mathematics teachers, Montana curriculum
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directors and school superintendents, state supervisors from the 
Northwest, and the education committees of the state Legislature. 
So far, 120 people have accepted, says lectures coordinator and 
UM mathematics Professor Rick Billstein.
De Lange, secretary of the International Group for 
Improvement of Mathematics Education, was the chief organizer for 
secondary mathematics at the Sixth International Congress on 
Mathematics Education, held in 1988 in Budapest, Hungary. He's 
been invited to lecture at mathematics education symposia 
throughout Europe, Asia, Africa and the United States.
###
Contacts: Rick Billstein, 243-2603; Dan Dolan,
mathematics/computer consultant at the Office of Public Instruction, 444-4436.
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